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While 2020 has been tough for almost everyone and everything, including US recycling, it is 
nevertheless emerging as a pivotal year.  Diverse stakeholders are under pressure to address 
growing threats of climate change and waste, and are finding alignment on necessary actions to 
build a rational, national (and international) circular economy.  This includes adopting meaningful 
policy. 
 
Placing value on natural capital (the world's stocks of natural assets, including geology, soil, air, 
water and all living things which create a livable planet), in association with sustainable materials 
management philosophies, has the potential to build a vibrant future American economy which 
enhances and does not degrade. Foundational to progress toward a successful transition are 
measurement and accountability.  
 
Enormous obstacles to circularity are still ahead:  

• The continued growth of virgin plastics production, made possible by subsidized oil and gas 
extraction and entrenched industry power 

• Known and unknown holes and bottlenecks throughout the ecosystem of resource recovery 
• Limited opportunities to ascribe value to the energy and greenhouse gas savings from using 

recycled plastics in lieu of virgin 
• Sincere but currently impossible-to-reach corporate recycled content and recycling goals  
• The massive imbalance of virgin capacity to reclamation capacity to handle the tsunami of 

already-produced plastics for which there is growing but still insufficient end-market 
demand1 
 

Paradoxically, while plastic waste is negatively impacting humans and many other species, plastics 
play a key role in the continued growth of humanity. Plastics give people superhuman abilities such 
as flying, breathing underwater, communications across the Earth and into the cosmos, replacement 
of joints and organs, improving eyesight and keeping foods fresh. But living beyond natural 
boundaries comes with serious costs—costs that to date have largely been missing from the balance 
sheets of most companies and countries. Such costs can be “hidden” in developed countries with 
sophisticated collection programs and relatively discreet landfills, but are painfully evident in 
developing countries which lack not only recycling, but also collection and sanitary landfill 
availability, thus creating unmitigated and starkly visible pollution, which then devalues and destroys 
natural capital.  
 
Without value on carbon—simply put, saving the carbon molecule from becoming waste or 
emissions—it is evident that plastic waste will continue unabated. And data shows that switching 

 
1 The US EPA, IHS Markit, the Container Recycling Institute, More Recycling and others report data which 
indicate processing capacity gaps that dwarf generation and inflows of materials that are not compatible 
with current recycling systems. 

 



from plastic to other often heavier or resource-dense materials, without reducing overall 
consumption, will result in significantly increasing GHG emissions, because heavier, denser materials 
generate more impacts and require more fuel to transport them, even when accounting for fuel-
efficient vehicles and more local supply chains. 
 
Reducing and reusing are at the top of the hierarchy for sustainability such as behavior change to 
reduce dependence on plastic-packaged foods and thus single-use plastic packaging by buying fresh 
and local whole foods in reusable bags that are prepared and eaten at home.  The emergence of 
returnable, refillable food packaging containers is happening in many communities.  But the very 
idea of reducing conflicts with our consumption-based economic models. This needed behavior 
change is particular hard for those facing survival due to economic, social and medical challenges.   
 
Mitigating litter, ocean pollution and air micro-pollution by replacing virgin plastics with bio-based 
packaging—paper, agricultural byproducts and starch-based bioplastics—may seem sensible on the 
surface, but science-based life cycle analysis indicates that such swaps without reductions could in 
many cases result in environmental impacts that are four or more times greater than plastic. The 
stakes are high—the future of a livable planet—and they were so even before the most unexpected 
whammy of 2020 hit: a global pandemic that’s increased virgin plastics use and upended recycling 
markets across the globe even further. 
 
Bright spots indicating meaningful shifts from intention to action include:  

• Market interventions to create stronger feedback loops that drive design for circularity;  
• Global banking epiphanies to defund programs which result in biodiversity loss (‘ecocide’) 

and environmental injustice, and instead fund natural capital 
• Corporate recycled content commitments with teeth and transparency (in coordination with 

reputable eNGOs in most cases) 
• Municipal and federal legislation and investments in smart infrastructure, and newly 

emerging standards for recycled content, recycling facilities and landfills, which could bring 
needed impetus and accountability to recycling and recycled content goals.  

 
Fortunately, there are too many efforts underway to comprehensively list in a brief newsletter*, but 
below are prominent circular economy highlights to note (and consider synergies) by NRC Members: 
 

• World Wildlife Fund (WWF), known since 1961 as a champion of global conservation issues, 
especially animal and habitat conservation, recently joined the quest for a Circular Economy, 
and “envisions a world with No Plastic in Nature by 2030—a world where our resources are 
never wasted.” With the support of The Ellen MacArthur Foundation and Ocean 
Conservancy, ReSource: Plastic was launched in 2019 with five principal members—Keurig Dr 
Pepper, McDonald’s Corporation, Procter & Gamble, Starbucks, and The Coca-Cola Company 
(and now Amcor, Colgate-Palmolive and Kimberly-Clark). The ReSource Footprint Tracker 
provides a standard methodology to track companies’ plastic footprints and publicly report 
on the progress of their plastic waste commitments. In June 2020, the project’s first report, 
Transparent 2020: Mapping corporate action on plastic waste, was released, establishing a 
baseline of plastic use and management pathways for members.  
 

https://resource-plastic.com/
https://www.worldwildlife.org/stories/working-with-companies-to-fix-the-plastic-crisis-on-world-oceans-day-and-every-day


• The Ellen MacArthur Foundation hosts a searchable database of corporate plastics footprints 
for more than 85 packaging producers and users: Global Commitment 2020 Progress 
Reports (consumption, reuse and recycling commitments and use of recycled content). 

 
o Participating member companies are to be commended, but they have much 

progress to make: Coca-Cola used the most recycled content—8 percent, out of 3 
million metric tons of plastic (2018). P&G was second at 7 percent of 605,000 metric 
tons of plastic (2018-2019); Starbucks reported 6 percent recycled content among 
190,000 metric tons of plastic used (2017-2018); McDonald’s reported just 2 percent 
recycled of 153,000 metric tons of plastic (2018), and Keurig Dr. Pepper reported the 
least—just 0.3 percent recycled in 208,000 metric tons of plastic (2018). 

 
“Just 100 companies could prevent 50 million tons of plastic waste—be one of them,” WWF 
states, recognizing that converging efforts will be key to success. 

 
• In October, WWF, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation and Boston Consulting Group published 

The Business Case for a UN Treaty on Plastic Pollution, citing an urgent need for amplified, 
coordinated, international efforts to stop massive plastic waste still leaking into the 
environment, despite voluntary and national regulations (more than 11 million tons flowing 
into oceans each year). Dozens of multinational companies are supporting this business 
manifesto calling for a UN treaty, which will be discussed at the 5th UN Environmental 
Assembly in February, 2021.  
 

• The U.S. Plastics Pact, a collaborative led by The Recycling Partnership and WWF (part of the 
Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s Global Plastics Pact network), was launched in August 2020. 
More than 75 brands, retailers, MRFs, plastic packaging converters, material suppliers, 
government agencies and NGOs are collaborating to advance all plastic packaging to become 
reusable, recyclable or compostable by 2025, by rethinking the way plastics are designed, 
used and reused in a circular economy. 

 
• An October 2020 report (and virtual event), Financing Nature: Closing the Global Biodiversity 

Financing Gap, hosted by the Paulson Institute, The Nature Conservancy and the Cornell 
Atkinson Center for Sustainability, brought leaders from the International Monetary Fund, 
the UN Foundation and the Inter-American Development Bank together to discuss reshaping 
financing to sustain rather than destroy natural capital.  
 

o Bankrolling Destruction, a report released in October 2020 by portfolio.earth, a new 
initiative led by finance, economics and environmental experts, indicates that the 
world’s largest investment banks provided more than $2.6tn (£1.9tn) of financing last 
year which is linked to the destruction of ecosystems and wildlife (food, forestry, 
mining, fossil fuels, infrastructure, tourism and transport and logistics sectors).  

 
• In October 2020, the American Chemistry Council (a trade group representing top plastic 

manufacturers like Dow and Exxon Mobil) outlined a two-decade recycling strategy, 
Roadmap to Reuse, aimed at eliminating the plastic waste that ends up in U.S. oceans and 
landfills. It set two goals: making all plastic packaging recyclable or recoverable by 2030; and 
actually reusing, recycling or recovery all plastic packaging by 2040. 

 

https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/resources/apply/global-commitment-progress-report/organisation-reports
https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/resources/apply/global-commitment-progress-report/organisation-reports
https://lp.panda.org/plastic-pollution-report
https://usplasticspact.org/%5d.
https://www.paulsoninstitute.org/key-initiatives/financing-nature-report/
https://www.paulsoninstitute.org/key-initiatives/financing-nature-report/
https://portfolio.earth/
https://www.reuseplastics.org/files/9426614806a8ea0b721ab874f990c4d7f4186537.pdf


• The Break Free From Plastic Pollution Act of 2020, introduced in February by Senator Tom 
Udall (D, NM), would phase out single-use plastics, hold companies accountable for wasteful 
products, return to a producer-pays model, as well as put a pause on new plastic-production 
plants, which he calls “greenhouse gas super-polluters.” 

 
• In September, California legislators approved Assembly Bill 793, requiring all plastic bottles 

covered by the state's container redemption program to average at least 15% post-consumer 
recycled resin starting in 2022. The amount of required post-consumer recycled resin 
increases to 25% in 2025 and 50% in 2030.  
 

o NRC Board Member and Container Recycling Institute president Susan Collins predicted at the 
NRC Rethink & Redesign webinar on October 22nd, that many companies subject to the 
regulation will likely be forced to pay monetary penalties due to lack of supplies and cost 
barriers for suitable recycled feedstock, which can cost up to four times the price of virgin 
plastic.  
 

*The NRC Communications Committee welcomes additional contributions about other programs 
advancing the Circular Economy. Please submit proposals for articles to marialycep@gmail.com.  
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https://www.tomudall.senate.gov/news/press-releases/udall-lowenthal-merkley-clark-unveil-landmark-legislation-to-break-free-from-plastic-pollution
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB793
https://zwconference.org/rethink-and-redesign-webinar/
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